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CNC feature-based programming with STEP-NC standard extends the collaborative model of manufacturing data exchange all along the numerical data chain. This paper considers the mutations related to this approach from the manufacturing system level to the industrial enterprise as a whole. The eXtended Manufacturing Integrated System concept is introduced to fill in the gap of the current manufacturing data exchange bottleneck. It is composed of eXtended CAD and eXtended CNC systems to link the CAD model to the real machined part through the Manufacturing Information Pipeline. The contributions associated with these concepts are demonstrated through a validation platform implemented on industrial CNC manufacturing equipments.
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1 Introduction

In today’s global context, the manufacturing industry of developed economies has to compete and work with low labour cost countries: the vision of a company is no more centric but distributed in a network of subdivisions, sub-entities, suppliers, subcontractors and so on. New production systems are now necessary for enterprise integration and interoperability (Panetto and Molina, 2008). Managing these production systems has to answer the needs associated with local and international outsourcing, contract manufacturing, quality expectation, operational efficiency, etc. Thus, several new paradigms such as agile, lean, flexible, reconfigurable and ubiquitous manufacturing have been proposed to face the changes within the manufacturing engineering field (Jovane et al., 2003; ElMaraghy, 2005; Suh et al., 2008). However, Computer Integrated Manufacturing still relies on partitioned top-down systems with no actual integration of the manufacturing processes into the CAD/CAPP/CAM/CNC numerical data chain.

In contrast, an international effort aims at developing manufacturing approaches and data models that enable a total integration of design/manufacturing numerical data. Hence, the STandard for the Exchange of Product data model (STEP) has spread in the industry for the exchange of design data (Michael, 2001). In the same way, STEP compliant Numerical Control (STEP-NC) is under development to solve the bottleneck related to manufacturing data exchange (Suh and Cheon, 2002).
However, there is still a lack of proposal for manufacturing integrated system concepts and industrial validations to integrate the new possibilities of feature-based manufacturing. This paper proposes an extended manufacturing integrated system which enables a total integration of design to manufacturing information. A validation and demonstration platform has been developed.

2 CNC production in manufacturing integrated systems

2.1 Manufacturing systems and computer integrated manufacturing

CIM gathers the processes functioning under computer control and digital information exchange (Mikell, 2007). It includes Computer Aided Design/Manufacturing (CAD/CAM), Computer Aided Process Planning (CAPP), Computer Numerical Control (CNC) for machining facilities but also the control of conveyance and storage systems, robotics, etc. CIM systems rely on information systems for data transfer between the different modules. The main challenges for manufacturing systems are to answer the demand of concurrent manufacturing, environmental compatibility, reconfigurability, integration in the company context and integration of innovative processes (Council, 1998). To meet these challenges, new manufacturing paradigms are necessary (Alvi et al., 2001). Proposal such as holonic (Babiceanu and Chen, 2006), random (Babiceanu and Chen, 2006), flexible and reconfigurable (ElMaraghy, 2005), agent-based manufacturing systems (Monostori et al., 2006) reach the common objectives of being adaptable to the company needs and to markets evolutions.

In spite of these recent research evolutions, the computer aided numerical chain still proposes a top-down vision from the design to the manufactured product. In the industry, the lack of interoperability of CIM tools stands as a major bottleneck to deploy global manufacturing contexts. Vendor neutral data exchange standards are the necessary base for a collaborative information system. Today, legacy CAD software suites rely on widespread design data exchange standards such as STEP, IGES, Parasolid, etc. In contrast, there is no manufacturing data exchange standards used in the industry for CAPP, CAM and NC control. However, major collaborative activities in product manufacturing are run between process planning and
manufacturing departments (Ming et al., 2008). In this context, STEP-NC standard aims at integrating CAM and CNC activities into the global PLM digital environment, but both industry and academic research have not proposed manufacturing systems which take fully advantage of this new approach.

2.2 Current place of CAM and CNC in the manufacturing numerical chain

In the CIM systems, manufacturing operations and workplans are defined from the CAD model of the part. CAM and CNC simulate the manufacturing parameters, generate the motions paths, execute and monitor them on manufacturing equipment. Hardware, software and communication standards used in CAM/CNC have to interact to fulfil the needs of interoperability, portability, scalability and compatibility of the systems (Ming et al., 2008). An objective is to enable end-users, control vendors and machine tool builders to benefit from more integrated, agile and flexible production facilities. At the NC controller level, OAC (Open Architecture Control) are developed to achieve a vendor neutral standardized environment (Pritschow et al., 2001). Virtual operating systems are developed for operation training of manufacturing facilities and manufacturing process simulation. Some Virtual CNC architecture represents an actual CNC with modular feed drives, sensors, motors, and amplifiers (Yeung et al., 2006). It opens new opportunities to integrate CNC and manufacturing facilities behaviour at the CAM level. Current industrial CNC controllers are often considered as ‘black boxes’ and do not offer these capabilities.

2.3 Feature based manufacturing

Data exchange between CAM and CNC is currently insured by structured G&M codes programming. It is based on ISO 6983 that was standardized in the early eighties (ISO6983, 1982). It is today a major bottleneck for CAM/CNC integration as it calls for post-processing operations, uses vendor specific extensions, enables unidirectional data flow, infers a loss of information and is low level. This results into a break of the numerical chain at the CAM/CNC level.
The vendors and users have been seeking for a common language for CAD, CAPP, CAM, and CNC, which integrates and translates the knowledge at each stage. Though there are many CAM tools to support NC manufacture, they are quite limited in terms of portability and interoperability from system to system.

STEP-NC feature-based programming is a hierarchical data structure that contains product geometry, working steps and machining parameters for part manufacture. STEP-NC refers to ISO 14649 Application Reference Model (ARM) (ISO14649-1, 2003) and ISO 10303-238 Application Interpreted Model (AIM) (ISO10303-238, 2007). This new vision of the numerical chain enables the integration of the CNC data in the CAD/CAPP/CAM numerical chain. Manufacturing feature recognition is based on ISO 10303 AP224 (ISO10303-224, 2006). Some works have been carried out to develop feature extraction systems to take a STEP file as an input for feature-based process planning activities (Xu et al., 2006). Multi-agent models are also used to design process planning systems in a STEP-NC compliant environment (Nassehi et al., 2006). From process planning, machining parameters and strategies can be added to the STEP-NC database. Simulation and selection tools can be employed in parallel with human experience (Laguionie et al., 2009). Rule-based tools can help in selecting cutting tools and machining conditions (Arezoo et al., 2000). A STEP-NC interpreter is then able to generate and control toolpaths on the machining equipment. A machine tool functional model is also under implementation within STEP-NC standard and a unified manufacturing resource model has been proposed by Vichare et al (Vichare et al., 2009). Several STEP-NC CNC systems for a direct interpretation of STEP-NC are reviewed by Xu et al. in (Xu and Newman, 2006). However, no complete feature-based manufacturing integrated system has been implemented yet. From the literature study, it has been identified that most the systems suffered from one or more of the following weak points:

- no possibility of implementation on current industrial equipment
- no modifications enabled at shop floor level
- no data feedback from the shop-floor to CAPP or CAD
- no proposal for multiprocess integration
- no applications or industrial demonstrations using STEP-NC ISO 14649
- no global overview of the manufacturing system integrated in the enterprise

So today, the STEP-NC community proposes a range of tools, methods and solutions for feature-based CIM but there is still a lack of a comprehensive concept enabling an overview of feature based manufacturing implementation within the enterprise, associated with the development of a concrete application using industrial tools and equipment.

3 Extented Manufacturing integrated system (XMIS)

In this context, this paper proposes to introduce a concept of global system for feature based manufacturing integration in the enterprise numerical chain. After a presentation of the system, the paper details the manufacturing data exchange proposed to fill in the gap of current lacks of interoperability and communication breaks.

3.1 Structure of XMIS and generalities

The eXtended Manufacturing Integrated System controls the manufacturing process from design to product, by integrating Manufacturing Engineering, Manufacturing Quality and Validations and Manufacturing Production (Error! Reference source not found.). XMIS is based on several units managed by a Production Project Unit (PPU). A multi-directional collaboration between the units allows their integration in an extended manufacturing numerical system. Feedback from every layers of manufacturing are enabled for experience capitalization, process optimizations and process planning. It is consequently adaptable to the specific needs and evolutions of the company.

XMIS is composed of the following main units:

*Production Project Unit (PPU)*: Stores and manages high-level project data for production. It makes the link with the PLM platform by including Design and Development, Analyst, Prototyping, Marketing, Service and Support, Supplying, Sales, etc. Relevant information is shared with different services within the company but also with external actors (manufacturing partners, customers, etc.). A main object of the PPU is to control the visibility of the data. The objective is to convey the right information to the right place for a specific need.
Planning Unit (PU): Treats The Computer Aided Design model of a part for process planning. Several aspects are considered in link with PPU. Manufacturing workplan and features are selected according to available processes, facilities, resources and manufacturing partners.

Process Analysis Unit (PAU): Runs part manufacturing simulation, optimization and verification. This includes operation sequencing, tool and machining conditions choices, toolpaths generation, etc. This unit is linked with the Manufacturing data Warehouse and the Manufacturing Knowledge database in a bidirectional way (optimization from experience and experience capitalization of the best solutions)

Process Control Unit (PCU): Executes process online control and monitoring. It performs online compensations, optimizations, diagnosis and adaptive control. Depending on the company structure, this unit can share applications at shop floor level, on manufacturing facilities level and at production management level.

Process Diagnosis Unit (PDU): Runs measuring and analyzing tools for part conformance, production quality and validation. It includes machining post-diagnosis and corrections. Shop floor experience capitalization can be implemented and a feedback to other units is allowed thanks to the Manufacturing Information Pipeline (MIP) in link with the Production Project Unit.

These units are the main constitutive parts of XMIS. Each of them gathers tools and modules that have to communicate together using Information and Communication Standards. These standards are an important technological bolt of current production data exchange and a direct cause of information loss and interoperability lack between applications. The communication standards supported by XMIS are chosen to fill in this gap.

3.2 ICT, OC and NC standards
Computer Integrated Manufacturing uses a multitude of data standards and applications to ensure data conformity from the designed to the manufactured part. The XMIS integrates this consideration and supports several data standards, software suite and hardware. In the general ICT (Information Communication Technology), OC (Opened Communication) and NC (Numerical Control) standards are distinguished:
Vendor specific ICT standards for internal communication, operating system and hardware often have short innovation cycles and rely on ceaseless technology evolution. These standards are interfaced for communication with the other parts and units of the XMIS.

OC standards are developed to unify the communication protocols between disparate devices and can avoid portability and information loss problems. As it is open, it can be extended to fit the real needs of the system. Longevity can be improved, as the standard is no more vendor tributary. Implementing of OC standards is privileged in XMIS. An example within the machine tool field is MTConnect standard (MTConnect, 2010). This standard, based on XML (Extensible Markup Language), offers a common communication hub between heterogeneous sensors, devices, equipments and applications for their interconnectability and the interoperability of machine tools. Real manufacturing shop floor data manufacturing are observed online by PCU. A feedback to PAU, which can be based on MTConnect standard, allows relevant data extraction and optimization of machining analysis and CNC programming. To finish, the PU benefits from this feedback for experience capitalization and optimization in future projects.

NC standards are common data models to communicate manufacturing attributes to the machining equipment. These data must be generic to be executed on a wide range of controllers. They also have to be specific to support the needed machining information. The cursor between generic and specific manufacturing data models is hard to move, as it must fit varied companies environments. Currently, feature-based STEP-NC standard proposes an appropriate compromise to suite different environments as it covers a large field of manufacturing data and enables data feedback from shop-floor (Wosnik et al., 2006) to CAD/CAM. Thus, XMIS manufacturing data exchange is based on STEP-NC for communication between the different units.

3.3 Generic and optimized NC data
XMIS is based on STEP and STEP-NC standards for integrated manufacturing and extended factory exchanges. STEP standard offers a unified standard to describe all the aspects of a product during its life cycle. STEP application protocols are dedicated to different application...
domains from design to maintenance. It is today largely widespread in the industry and integrated in most of the CAD/CAM vendor applications for design data exchange. As a more recent standard, STEP-NC still needs developments, implementations and validations before being used in the industry. Research works done in this context have been presented in the frame of the participation of IRCCyN laboratory to the normative ISO committee TC184/SC1/WG7 for STEP-NC ISO 14649 standardization (Laguionie et al., 2010). The XMIS concept proposes to combine STEP and STEP-NC for internal and external data exchange from design to NC control and inspection.

STEP-NC data can be decomposed in generic and native data (Wang et al., 2007). In XMIS, Process Planning activities are distinguished in two major categories (Error! Reference source not found.):

- **Macro Process Planning** aims at the processes choices resulting in manufacturing features definition and work planning. In XMIS, the Planning Unit is responsible for Macro Process Planning to treat manufacturing of parts in a multi-process context. The company environment and production requirements lead to consider privileged manufacturing processes to produce a part. Manufacturing features and workplan are closely linked to the processes choices. Macro Process Planning aims at performing an internal loop, helped with inter-process and process planning simulation tools of the Planning Unit, to converge to a manufacturing operations workplan. The related information is supported by generic STEP-NC data, which only depends on process choice. At this stage, it is totally independent from any specific machine tool or manufacturing equipment.

- **Micro Process Planning** gathers all the activities linked with the choice of the appropriate manufacturing resources and parameters. In XMIS, this is the role of the Process Analysis Unit which gathers specific Process and Inter-process simulation tools. It is linked with the Machine Tool Functional Models (MTFM) of the selected manufacturing facilities. All the information generated is optimized for a manufacturing resource and are supported by optimized STEP-NC data. This relevant information is controlled by Production Project Unit in link with the other departments of the company. A feedback from Micro Process Planning
to Macro Process Planning is enabled. In addition, STEP-NC standard is well adapted for closed loop planning and process analysis as it supports a wide range of object oriented data, from manufacturing features to manufacturing parameters and machine tool functional model (ISO14649-110, 2007). This optimized STEP-NC data can be directly executed on the CNC controller.

3.4 **XMIS Manufacturing Information pipeline**

A general view of the XMIS Manufacturing Information Pipeline (MIP) is schematized in Error! Reference source not found.. A 3D representation of data exchange in the MIP is proposed with the objective to break with the traditional top-down data flow of the current numerical chain. The MIP multi-directional data exchange is supported by standards enabling data exchange horizontally between modules (Mui) of the units, vertically between the units and radially between all the modules and the Production Project Unit which manages data storage and visibility. The modules are integrated in the units in a ‘plug and play’ way. The Unit Interpreter links the computation results of the units with the Production Project Unit Databases. Local Unit Databases store the internal unit computation data in module native standard and can be interpreted in vendor-neutral standards (STEP or STEP-NC) for inter-modules data exchange. The Production Project Unit manages databases shared between the different units (Manufacturing Knowledge Warehouse (MKW), Toolpaths database (TPDB), Machine Tool Functional Model (MTFM)). Data visibility is controlled at the PPU level for units to have access to the relevant information. PPU also manages visibility and security of manufacturing information exchange with all the other stakeholders services of the company (design, sales, supply chain, etc.) and partners (customers, collaborators, etc.).

Machining facilities at the shop floor are totally integrated in the numerical chain. The Manufacturing Information Pipeline supports machining control and monitoring from the PCU. From the STEP-NC specific data, PCU directly pilots the machining resources using a STEP-NC compliant Controller. The use of current industrial controllers is also enabled by adapting toolpaths and machining parameters for specific NC control. Quality of the production is measured and validated by the Production Diagnosis Unit. Online and offline Inspection are
supported by ISO 14649 part 16 (ISO14649-16, 2004) also called STEP-NC inspection. Sensor feedback from machine tool to Production Control and Diagnosis Units can be supported by open communication standards. Experience capitalization and data management are allowed from design to machined part. Hence, the Manufacturing Information Pipeline supports common standardized standards for improving interoperability at every stage of the manufacturing numerical chain.

3.5 Digital Manufacturing Factory with XMIS

The Digital Factory concept is based on a common and integrated data model for global decision making from design to manufacture including maintenance. According to the new paradigms of Digital Manufacturing, Digital Factory and Ubiquitous Manufacturing (Suh et al., 2008), a universal information model has to be able to integrate applications from office level (PLM, ERP, etc.), plant level (Manufacturing Execution System, Quality, Control, etc.) to low level process automation and controls (NC programming, monitoring, inspection, etc.). XMIS is a new step to digital manufacturing factory and offers further possibilities for manufacturing Intra-enterprise and Extra-enterprise integration in a global context. In the “Design anywhere, Build anywhere, Support anywhere” paradigm, XMIS is centred around manufacturing integration and compliant with the “Build anywhere” concept (Error! Reference source not found.).

The Manufacturing Information Pipeline is extended to make the manufacturing company departments collaborate with local shop floors, distant manufacturing plants, subcontractors and suppliers. Standardized data supports (STEP and STEP-NC in XMIS) allow data exchange semantic accuracy and full interoperability. Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) and Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) need this link not only at design level but also at manufacturing level. A distributed implementation the XMIS is proposed: only the necessary XMIS Units are locally implemented. Others Manufacturing plants or suppliers get specific combinations of XMIS modules depending on their core competences. For example, the production plant Pi in Poland of a French car manufacturer (OEM) can be implemented with a restricted local shop floor Production Control and Diagnosis Units. Planning and
Process Analysis can be performed in France and shared through the extended MIP. A feedback from shop floor enables real time production management at each level. The integration of suppliers on this model, with respect of the knowledge property managed by PPU, opens new ways of collaborations for conform and cost effective products-services. To conclude, real time connection of machines, devices and people over the Internet is a main capability of XMIS.

3.6 Discussion
The eXtended Integrated Manufacturing System gathers several Units to perform production tasks in the global Product Life-cycle Management. These units assist production from design to manufactured part. The NC programming process is not only top-down: a multi-directional feedback from the modules and devices allow preventive and adaptive correction and optimizations in interaction with human decision. Rather than physically executing production operations, engineers and operators now capture ideas, develop knowledge and transfer information. Frontiers between the different departments (CAD, CAPP, CAM, and CNC at the shop floor) are avoided and a totally integrated production system is plebiscited. Thus, an approach based on two sub-systems is proposed in the next part of the paper for implementing XMIS.

4 XCAD and XCNC in XMIS
For a total integration of XMIS, an extended point of view of design and manufacturing activities is adopted. The eXtended Computer Aided Design system (XCAD) and the eXtended Computer Numerical Control system (XCNC) are introduced (Error! Reference source not found.).

4.1 XCAD
XCAD sub-system gathers all the integrated tools for design, simulation, design for manufacturing (DFM) and macro process planning. It is an extension of the current CAD modules towards the production system. It supports the missing link between design and manufacturing activities. XCAD carries out process planning tasks: manufacturing feature recognition, workplan generation according to design specifications, etc. Design benefits from
the integrated feedback from production planning and execution. Modifications of shapes, tolerances, specifications and costs are allowed in upstream of the numerical chain and integrated with the environments of the company (sales, supply chain, co-realizers, etc.). XCAD integrates the Planning Unit of the XMIS and supports data exchange with STEP and STEP-NC. The output to XCNC is a generic STEP-NC data.

4.2 XCNC
The eXtended CNC is a sub-system of the XMIS that manages all the manufacturing tasks, from micro process choice to quality validation. It supports STEP-NC and integrates the Process Analysis, Control and Diagnosis Units of the XMIS. XCAD and XCNC are bidirectionally linked with STEP-NC common data exchange. The current CNC controllers are dedicated to machine motion and machining operations execution without any opportunity to be integrated and share data with the higher layers of the production system. In contrast, XCNC is extended to internal and external processing. Internal means in the machine facility at the shop floor. External means linked with micro process planning, process analysis and diagnosis. These two aspects are necessary for a total integration of the CNC in the complete manufacturing systems. Concretely, the XCNC system manages manufacturing analysis, simulation, optimization and execution according to the company environment.

Reference source not found.

XCNC concept is based on a multi-directional integration of the main components of the numerical chain. Computer Numerical Control is enriched with manufacturing intelligence, computation capability and decision power. The CNC becomes central in the manufacturing numerical chain, as there is no more data break between PLM, Design, Process planning departments and shop floor. XCNC is extendable by the addition of targeted modules to meet specific needs and evolutions of the company. The XCNC Kernel is part of the Process Project Unit. It manages an application layer, which gathers external modules from PAU, PCU and PDU. These modules include process planning simulation, process simulation and inter-process simulation in a multi-process environment (Laguionie et al., 2009). Internal modules for machining execution are linked through MIP: Numerical Control Kernel (NCK),
Programmable Logical Controller (PLC), Man Machine Interface (MMI), Inspection facilities, etc.

An application of the concepts XCNC, XCAD and XMIS is proposed in the next part of the paper.

5 Application of XMIS in the STEP-NC Platform for Advanced and Intelligent Manufacturing (SPAIM)

The eXtended Manufacturing Integrated System concept proposes the integration of manufacturing in the PLM, based on feature-based manufacturing. An application is given to show a concrete way of implementing XMIS on industrial equipments. After an overview of the tools developed, the structure of the system is presented. A test part is then manufactured to validate and show the possibilities of the system.

5.1 Overview of the SPAIM

STEP-NC Platform for Advanced and Intelligent Manufacturing (SPAIM) aims to validate and demonstrate the concepts and tools of feature based manufacturing developed at IRCCyN. It is based on STEP-NC programming approaches and is composed of SPAIM\textsubscript{XCAD} and SPAIM\textsubscript{XCNC} sub-platforms.

SPAIM\textsubscript{XCAD} is mainly composed, in the implemented version adapted to the IRCCyN needs, of CAD software and of the Planning Unit modules of XMIS. SPAIM\textsubscript{XCNC} integrates the modules of Process Analyze, Process Control and Process Diagnosis Units. A software interface developed in Delphi language and has been implemented on the existing CNC controllers of the machine tools. Machining operations can be piloted either from an external computer or directly on the legacy CNC controller. SPAIM\textsubscript{XCNC} uses STEP-NC ISO 14649 interpreted programming approach (Rauch et al., 2009). The main developments associated with SPAIM\textsubscript{XCNC} have already been described in a previous work (Laguionie et al., 2009). SPAIM\textsubscript{XCNC} can be ported on most of the current industrial CNC controllers. In practice, implementations for milling and additive manufacturing processes on the following equipments have been carried out:
- Parallel Kinematic milling machine tool Fatronik Verne, equipped with a Siemens Sinumerik 840D controller (Terrier et al., 2005).
- Huron-Irepa laser powder deposit additive machine, equipped with a Siemens Sinumerik 840D controller.

5.2 Structure of SPAIM
SPAIM platform has been built according to the XMIS concept. An overview of the main units implemented in SPAIM platform is presented in Error! Reference source not found.. SPAIM production project entry is a CAD model (STEP, but other CAD data exchange standards are available such as IGES, Parasolid, etc.).

In the Planning Unit, feature geometry and workplan are generated after a loop between process choice, feature recognition and inter-process interaction simulation. The process choice is initiated by the user. An adapted version of the Korean software tool PosSFP (Suh et al., 2002) is implemented for automatic feature recognition (Laguionie et al., 2008).

Simulation tools for inter-process interaction and optimal process choice are used based on other research works from IRCCyN (Kerbrat et al.). Generic STEP-NC files are implemented with simulated and optimized feature geometry and workplan. Requirements for machining equipment can be added to generic STEP-NC part programs.

The Process Analysis Unit, in link with the PPU and ERP systems, aims at performing simulation and optimization of machining parameters, including toolpaths generation and validations. Thus, these activities are done by a real feed-rate simulation module and a tool compensation module. These modules are based on works done on 3D solid simulation (Dugas et al., 2003) and tool deflection compensation (Suh et al., 1996). From the simulation results, if the requirement cannot be achieved or if problems are detected, a feedback to the PU enables corrections of process choice, workplan and feature geometry.

The Process Control Unit performs online machining from the NC code. Online adaptive and monitoring tools are implemented, based, for example, on the Intelligent Computer Aided Manufacturing (ICAM) concept, which optimizes the machining parameters and toolpaths by using the data available in the NCK and PLC of the controller (Hascoet and Rauch, 2006).
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The Process Diagnosis Unit generates, simulates and executes inspection and validation tasks. Feedback from machine sensors and online inspection are used in the PAU. Machining parameters and toolpaths are adapted or regenerated from inspection data between the manufacturing operations.

Even though a module could work totally automatically, a validation from the user is needed. Indeed, these simulation and optimization modules are developed to assist the user and not to replace him.

### 5.3 Applications implemented in SPAIM

SPAIM has been developed and implemented at IRCCyN in a shop floor composed of several industrial machine tools, CNC controllers and Computer Aided Programming tools. **Error! Reference source not found.** shows an overview of the modules that constitute the eXtended Manufacturing Integrated System of SPAIM platform.

Some modules have been totally implemented, tested and their execution is automated after a user request. For example, to compute milling features, the toolpaths (TP) generation module of Delcam PowerMILL software (PowerMILL, 2010) is automatically controlled from an analysis of STEP-NC data. For additive manufacturing features, toolpaths are generated with the software PowerCLAD (Irepa-laser, 2010), also by using STEP-NC data. All the simulation results are stored in a toolpaths database and can be directly executed on the corresponding machine after user validation. Collision verifications are ensured by the use of the robust industrial software suites (PowerMILL, PowerCLAD) and their integrated verification algorithms. This example shows that the structure of XCNC system is made to integrate the existing industrial tools and competences in the innovating structure of XMIS. The objective is not to reinvent all the components of the manufacturing data chain but to emphasize their communication capabilities. Data information transfer between all the modules are enabled by the use of high level STEP-NC data, even for several processes. **In this context, several modules already developed at the IRCCyN have also been tested manually to point out the feasibility of integration in SPAIM, but also to make use cases for the improvement of STEP-NC standard (Laguionie et al., 2010).**
A test part was designed to validate and demonstrate the possibilities offered by the SPAIM platform, in particular for manufacturing data exchange and feedback after modifications aspects. The part is composed of pockets, bosses and a hole with counterbore. Computation of this test part with SPAIM\textsubscript{XCAD} and SPAIM\textsubscript{XCNC} is presented in Error! Reference source not found.. From the CAD model of the part, feature recognition module is executed and the generic STEP-NC data are created. For each feature, the manufacturing process parameters are selected in regards with user experience and process simulation assisting tools. A first test part (#1) was directly machined from the input of STEP-NC data in SPAIM\textsubscript{XCNC}. It enabled to test the reliability and demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed approach. Several other tests were done with part geometry and machining parameters modifications. These modifications were applied within the shop floor thanks to XCNC human machine interface (HMI). This could also be done on distant computers which share the SPAIM\textsubscript{XCNC} application modules. Two examples of modifications are presented in Error! Reference source not found., the one concerning geometry and the second concerning the manufacturing process. In the first modified part, the rotation of a feature is operated (#2) to show the feasibility of geometry modifications at the shop floor or at the final stages of production engineering process. Data are written back in the STEP-NC file and the part can be machined directly. A feedback to XCAD is enabled based on the modified STEP-NC data. For another test part (#3), the manufacturing operation to produce the two bosses was changed from milling to additive manufacturing. The SPAIM\textsubscript{XCNC} platform, which is distributed on both milling and additive manufacturing machines tools, carries out the required operations automatically: toolpaths generation, validation and control. A feedback to macro process planning data in XCAD and inter-process simulation is enabled from the modified STEP-NC data.

5.4 Discussion, perspectives and future works
SPAIM platform stands as an innovative way to implement STEP-NC feature based manufacturing using industrial equipments and software tools. The application with SPAIM
completes the existing demonstration tools reviewed in (Xu and Newman, 2006) and proposes a system:

- implemented on current industrial equipments
- enabling shop floor modifications and feed-back to planning and design activities
- enabling a unification in multiprocess programming using an eXtended CNC
- proposing a practical implementation of feature based ISO 14649 manufacturing for industrials

The SPAIM platform has been developed as a research tool and helps in contributing to STEP-NC standard improvement. Several feedback on standard implementation have been proposed to ISO TC184/SC1/WG7 working group on ISO14649 (Laguionie et al., 2010), specially concerning some difficulties found in the definition of complex geometric features with STEP AP224 and STEP-NC ISO14649 Part10. For additive manufacturing, the implementation showed that the standard is comprehensive enough in its current status to machine simple geometry parts using a process as 5 axis laser powder deposit. In the future, as the research on additive manufacturing will enable new possibilities of multi-material or combination of additive manufacturing with other processes like milling, improvement of the standard will be necessary.

The SPAIM platform has also been developed to demonstrate concrete implementation and interests of feature based manufacturing to industrial partners. This paper shows the basic principles of a proposal for development of an integrated system. Further works aims at proposing a comprehensive, automated and autonomous system. A major step would lead to solve the remaining problems of transparency of current CNC controllers which is still a problem for their total integration in the system. The second main challenge in the future is to be able to provide studies including economic aspects to comfort and give quantitative advantages of the system proposed. Before that, efforts must be done to properly define industrial needs and qualitative objectives for manufacturing programming. This must include consideration of the human in the system, and specially enabling modifications, decision making possibilities and overall validations at every step of the project.
6 Conclusion

Feature based manufacturing calls for a new consideration of the numerical data chain. The evolution from current programming standards to STEP-NC high-level information is time consuming and involves substantial investments. As the industry has to be a leading actor in this trend, this paper proposes an eXtented Manufacturing Integrated System applied on industrial equipments. The main advantages of this system are the modularity and multi-directional high-level data exchange between the modules. The genericity of STEP and STEP-NC data increases the interoperability between different vendors-specific applications with a significant reduction of the information loss. It also permits to manufacture parts with multi-process operations on a centralized eXtended CNC shared between the different departments of the enterprise. Modifications are made easier, even at shop floor level, to improve the flexibility and the production setting times. XCNC can be distributed among different places, enabling advanced e-manufacturing and production remote control applications. Feedback of the manufacturing data from shop floor to process planning and XCAD opens the way of innovative applications.

Eventually, using a standard is being part of a community. The future of STEP-NC standard will be closely linked with major industrial partners implication in the project. For that, academics and industrials have to work together to demonstrate the actual technical and economic interests of STEP-NC approach. This is still a long way to run but this paper initiate and proposes some concrete developments and possible directions.

Beyond the STEP-NC standard development, this paper proposes concepts and applications contributing to the practical implementation of feature based programming in general. In the future, manufacturing activities and CNC machining have to benefit from the technical and computational advances. New challenges in manufacturing will inevitably lead to evolutions of programming methods and certainly decreasing interest in G-code programming. In this context, feature based programming will be an opportunity to overcome G-code and propose a
new and efficient solution for CNC integration in the design & manufacturing numerical chain.
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We made several changes in the paper, especially in fig. 2 and 5, and with the introduction of Macro and micro PP, introduced in 3.3. All the labels are now consistent in fig 2, 5 and 8. The modifications in fig 2 and 5 impacted changes in the corresponding text explanations in 3.3, 4.1, 4.2 and all along the whole text.

The 3-dimensional view of Figure 3 is confusing. It looks like the longitudinal up-down axis is the upstream-downstream direction, while the azimuthal around-the-edge direction is a combination of collections of machines at each step of the pipeline, but also a collection of unrelated labels at the top (PLM, ..., Design). Since it's 3-D, one would assume that the radial direction means something. This should really be a 2-D figure, and the role of Design, PLM etc. should be differentiated from the equipment labels.

We understand that this figure is a little confusing as the objective is really to break a traditional top-down vision of the numerical chain (1 axis vision). The objective is also to show data exchange possibilities in the MIP allowed by standards as STEP-NC. This is where the 3D representation is important: data exchange (represented by white arrows) is enabled between the modules in a same unit (azimuthal around-the-edge axis), between the units (longitudinal up-down axis) but also between all the modules and the Production Project Unit and its databases (radial direction). This is important as Production Project Unit manages information based on standards and vendors formats and it is really a key point for the success of such a system. To make it more clear, we modified and improved §3.4. The labels at the top were modified in their shape and colors to avoid confusion and represent the other main ‘stakeholders’ of the complete enterprise. All the manufacturing information supported by the MIP can be shared with these ‘stakeholders’ through the Production Project Unit which manages communications and data visibility. §3.4 has also been modified to be more explicit on this subject.

Figures 7, 9 and 10 (and perhaps 6) could be unified so that there is a single overall view that shows the flow of data from design through planning, production and analysis, with relevant standards along the way. It would be most helpful to the reader if the specific standards were highlighted. In Figure 10, for example, the reader would like to know that the output of the CAD activity was a STEP AP-203 file that is input to the CAPP feature recognition activity, that then outputs STEP AP-224. Since the role of standards is heavily promoted throughout the paper, their appearance throughout the computation activities should be highlighted.

Fig 7, 9 and 10 have some distinct roles in the paper: Fig 7 is to give a picture of the platform actually working on industrial equipments, Fig 9 is to show a more detailed view of the modules implemented and tested as an application of XMIS, and Fig 10 represent a specific application with a test part. These 3 figures help in the gradual understanding of the implementation and demonstration of the possibilities of the platform. However, figures 6, 7, 9 and 10 have been modified for a better unification of the terms employed and links between them. Fig 9 has been improved by showing the current status of development, implementation and test of the different modules. Fig 10 has been improved to show the standards used in SPAIM at each step, thanks to your comments.

Readers would also like to know if the implementation activity uncovered any problems with the standards. Was ISO 14649 sufficient for the additive manufacturing test? What was missing? One of the most valuable contributions of the reported work can be comments to the responsible standards bodies that lead to improved revisions.
Discussion section has been improved including comments about the standards implementation, including additive manufacturing. Some proposals are regularly made to the ISO committees based our implementation works.

What will happen to the SPAIM implementation of the eXtended Manufacturing Integrated System? In the Conclusion, the reader would expect to learn that, for example, SPAIM is being commercialized, or being proposed as a unifying architecture through ISO or another standards body. If the role of SPAIM is to demonstrate that the tested standards are sufficient to support implementation, but SPAIM is not expected to live on, then that should be made clear.

Conclusion and discussion section have been improved thanks to your comments. SPAIM is not currently developed to be commercialized, but more as a demonstration tool for industrial implementation of standards as STEP-NC.
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